The dependence of the multiphoton absorption probability for an atomic system on the statistical properties of the incident light is investigated. It is shown, by means of nth-order timedependent perturbation theory, that the multiphoton absorption probability depends on the (n, n)th normally ordered correlation functions of the electromagnetic field. For stationary fields, the transition probability per unit time is constant and is directly related to the reduced cross-spectral correlation function of the electromagnetic field. This expression for the transition probability is then analyzed under various conditions of coherence. Explicit calculations are carried out for thermal light and for laser light, and the transition rates are compared when each has a Lorentzian spectrum. In particular, when the width of the final atomic level is much larger than the bandwidth of the field, the transition rate for thermal light is n. times higher than with laser light of the same mean intensity. The other extreme case, i.e. , when the width of the final atomic level is much smaller than the bandwidth of the field, is also considered in detail. An equation for the density operator of the field is derived; this equation governs the change in the statistical properties of the photon system in n-photon absorption processes. On the basis of this equation, the time-dependent properties of the photon system are then studied and some physical consequences of these equations are discussed. Some numerical solutions relating to the time dependence of the factorial moments in two-photon absorption processes are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION In the last few years, several papers have appeared which deal with the transition probability for multiphoton processes. '~2 In these papers, the attention has been mainly focused on the calculation of the transition probability for various such processes. A problem, which is of considerable interest in this connection, concerns the dependence of the transition probability on the statistical nature of the radiation field. Another question of considerable interest is the following one: Do the multiphoton processes provide information about the higher-order correlation functions of the incident electromagnetic field 7 These two problems, for the particular case of two-photon processes, have been investigated very fully by several workers. ' '2 The purpose of the present paper is to consider these problems for the case of multiphoton absorption processes We deriv. e, by the use of nthorder time-dependent perturbation theory, an expression for the transition probability for n-photon absorption by an atomic system. The transition probability is found to be dependent on the (n, n)thorder normally ordered correlation function of the electromagnetic field. For absorption with stationary electromagnetic fields, we find that the transition probability per unit time is independent of time and is related to the reduced cross-spectral correlation function of the electromagnetic field. This expression is then analyzed under various conditions Qf coherence Finally, an equation for the density operator of the field is derived. This equation governs the change in the statistical properties of the field in n-photon absorption process and is then used to study the time-dependent statistical properties of the field.
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Since H,«(t) as given by (2. 9), is linear in A&'&(t), it, is sufficient to replace U"(t) in (2. 8) by L&, &" &(t) in order to describe n-photon absorption pro--cesses. Here ai '"&(t) is given by
Here, e(v} is the step function defined by (2. 5)
Thus the transition probability for n-photon absorption pro&esses is given bỹ '"'«) = l~&f l~&f IU '"i'«) 
We shall now express (2. 15), in terms of the (n, m)th-order normally ordered correlation function G'" '"' of the electromagnetic field, defined by G, '":". . ', , , (t, ', , t"'; t".",t") 
Combining (2. 15} and (2. 16), we obtain the following expression for the transition probability:
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For large time intervals (t-~), it is evident that the transition probability P'"'(t) tends to P'"' where 
ln view of (3. 1), the transition probability P "'(t) ((tg;{t"(j, 0) .
We now make the usual approximation of the perturbation theory, i.e. , we assume that t is much greater than the inverse bandwidth of the field, i. e. , t » (1/»). (3.8) We may then extend the limits of the integrals over tt"; t"() to a~and the transition probability P'"'(t) be-comes proportional to time. I.et W " be the transition probability per unit time. According to (3. 3) , (3. 5) , and (3. 8) it is given by '") 
The symbol g" in (3.9) denotes summation over all the permutation /j. ..l"ofthe indices 1, 2. ..n and the arguments v, ,~~v &, are defined by the following set of equations:
'~+ n-2~n-S= P n-S~+n-~= &n
In particular, for n=-2 we have c;; 
In order to take into account the width of the final state, we average the result (3.7), over a line-shape function, which for simplicity we take to be a Lorentzian of width y&. The final expression for transition probability is then found to be (3.i4) where W '"'(~f+ (d) S((v) = 6((o -(uo) n. ((oo) . (3.i7) The final expression for the transition probabj] jty with monochromatic fields is obtained by combining (3. 16) and (3. 17}and the result for hnearfy polarized fieMs is Let h(") be the Fourier transform of S(t). Then it follows from (3.7) and (3. 15 
where I is the intensity of the incident light beam.
Thus, one obtains ((d", -(u". , )$, (0) . (3.15) On the other hand, it is well known that a field which is stationary and mode pure is a monochromatic field, i. e. , Hence, the n-photon absorption probability per unit time, for stationary pure-mode fields, is proportional to the nth power of intensity. ' Note that the 5 function in (3. 18) 
where, for brevity, we have denoted the indices (k, s) collectively by the index p and I(")((p,"';((, "I}=g,5, . ", 5";, ". 5, . , (3.21) The Q, in (3. 21) denotes summation over all n I permutations of the indices 1, 2,~~~, n. It can then be shown by straightforward but long calculations that the reduced cross-spectral correlation function is given by (3.22) On substituting (3.22) in (3.8) , we obtain the following expression for the transition probability per unit time: (3.23) In obtaining (3.23) we have also made use of the fact that y"(Q"f) is symmetric under the permutation of the indices 1,~~~, n and the definition (3. 9) .
We again find that, for the particular class of fields considered in this section, the transition probability is completely determined by the reduced cross-spectral density. (3. 2'7) in (3. 26) and making use of the translation invariance of C "s"', we obtain the following result:
For linearly polarized fields, (3. 28) reduces to
The function G&"'"& is a slowly varying function of its arguments and if the bandwidth of the field is small compared to the width of the final state of the atom (6(() «y&), we may replace G&"'")((-fj;(fj) in (3. 29) by its value for f =0. Under these circumstances, (3. 29) reduces to
Let us now compute the ratio W """'/W&, ""', where W, ""' and W"""' (3. 14) to obtain
We now define another correlation function G &"'"&, which is related to G' "'"' via the following relation: '"", , "(t. ', t, ") , (3.s5) (s. s8) (3. 3"t) (s. s8) and G((", )' (, ) ((t"');(tg)=O, n~I where g, stands for the sum over all n. possible permutations of the indices I to n. since the field ls also stationary G';" (t'; t) depends only on the time difference (t-t ') . I et The final expression for the transition probability would be obtained by substituting (3.40) in (3. 8) . In view of the definition of 4, it is easily seen that each term under the summation sign would give the same contribution to O'". Hence the transition probability per unit time for n-photon absorption with thermal light is given by w, '""'(,)=(2 ) . " f" jd& "P Z 4 (,")(4", ]) c")( (", ]) ;", (, -, ). ", , ( . , ). (s. 4l) ((")(j") This is our final expression for n-photon absorption transition probability with thermal fields.
We again consider the case of a narrow-bandwidth field near resonance and assume that the field is linearly polarized. Then (3. 29) gives (3. 42) Use of (3.35) leads to the following relation for thermal fields:
On substituting (3. 43) We assume that at some initial time the atomic system is in the therma) equilibrium at temperature T. The density operator p& of the field alone at time t is given by where «"(r&) are the mode eigenfunctions.
It should also be noted that (4. 1) will, in general, involve a summation over all those modes whose frequencies sum to co». For the sake of simplicity we assume that k&, 0»~~~, k"are the only modes whose frequencies sum to e&2. However, the generalization of this to the other case is trivial. The density operator in the interaction picture satisfies the following equation of motion: where &&, and &&& are the thermal populations of the two atomic states J 1) and [ 2). X&"& is the absorption coefficient for n-photon absorption process and is given by
Here g(v) is the line-shape function and N(r) is the density of atoms at the position r in the cavity The in-. tegration in (4. 8) extends over the whole volume of the medium.
We shall from now on consider the case when all the incident field is mode pure. Then Eq. (4. 7) reduces to = -&&&"&&& (a~"«"p&, -2«"p~t" + p « "«")-&&& "&«,(«"«™p&, -2«™p «" + p&, «"a~") et (4. 9) where for the sake of brevity we have not indicated a mode label here. Equation (4,9) is ihe desired equation for and will be used to discuss the statistical yroyerties of the field mode in n-yhoton yro-cesses. In particular from (4.9), it is easy to show that (a "a"), "=n!(a a) """, (4. 14) (4. 15) Sn Bn +2) (") . , (-1)", "-2) (") Q(x, 0) = e "".
(4. sv) = [n(n --2')(n -l)j ' '5"g, ( -2) . (4 26) (4. 41) We note that the operator (n2 -n}=f(at(2)2 -(ata)} is a positive-definite operator and henceits expectation value in any state should satisfy the following relation:
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